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1.

Introduction

1.1. Design for conventional manufacturing
Design for additive manufacturing has been used in literature frequently over past decades [1][2][3][4][5] but
some authors tried to define it [6][7]. Therefore here is provided a brief overview of the design for additive
manufacturing and its principles. Traditional design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA), is about
designing and optimizing product [8] [9] [10], together with manufacturing process improvement [11] [12]
[13] with the aim of reducing time and cost [14] and increasing the quality [15] and performance of the
product by considering design goals [16] and manufacturing constraint [17].
Design for Assembly (DFA) is concerned with reducing time and cost of a product assembly with the aim of
making a product as easy as possible to assemble. This is usually achieved by minimizing number of
assembly parts/components. As result, parts become more complex. Design for Manufacture (DFM), is
concerned with reducing cost and complexity of manufactured parts with the aim of manufacturing product as
easy as possible without reducing quality or performance of the part. This is usually achieved by minimizing
manufacturing operations complexity and number of tight tolerances [18]. DFMA is a subset of Design
for X [19], therefore it usually specifies the process [20] [21], feature [20] or activity [22]. Also, it explores
relationship between design and manufacturing, its impact on the design process, and CAD improvement to
support DFMA [20].
1.2. Design for additive manufacturing
All this mentioned for traditional DFM and DFA is valid for additive manufacturing (AM) as well. In practice,
design knowledge, method, tools, and rules are different for design for additive manufacturing (DFAM). In
DFAM process, different types of features must be created and different constraints must be applied that
DOI: 10.21533/pen.v6i2.224
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required specific design rules and tools [23][24][25][26][27][28]. Unlike traditional DFM, all additive
manufacturing processes have different Bach size, reduces the need for certain activities such as assembling
[29] and production time that cause different cost [30]. The biggest challenge of AM is the DFAM knowledge,
understanding and application of DFAM method, tools, and rules. Therefore, the new knowledge has to be
created to that includes new approaches, new materials and large complex spaces. To achieve this, the
cognitive barriers and past experiences with traditional manufacturing techniques will have to be overcome
[31].
AM has numerous advantages, but on the other hand, there are disadvantages as well. The advantages of this
technology will continue to arise through continuous research efforts, which should be undertaken to eradicate
and recognize the constraints which inhibit the use of this technology and eliminate constraints that inhibit the
use of this technology. Design tools used for AM are more user-friendly and progressive simulation abilities
are the key aspects which should be grasped. A notable benefit of AM is the possibility of mass
customization, since it is devoid of the additional costs which arise due to mold making and tooling for a
customized product. Therefore, mass production of several identical parts has the possibility of being as costeffective as the same number of different personalized goods [32]. The alteration among different designs is
simple alongside with negligible added cost and with no need for special preparation. AM also has the
possibility for mass production of complex geometries as well.
This paper aims to provide a review of DFAM recent developments, techniques in terms of the main methods
employed, as well as its future development possibilities. The paper will also focus on other existing
secondary and primary research to focus on the current research gaps, as well as to explore the challenges
encountered in adopting this relatively “young” technology. Figure 1 shows the growing trend of publications
over time from Scopus.
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Figure 1. AM application in scientific research [33]1

The figure above describes the application of AM in scientific research, and how the research interest for this
technology grew over time. It is observed significant jump in publication since 2013.
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2.

Benefits of Additive Manufacturing

AM technology is continuously improving with a capability of printing end user products from using diverse
material including metallic and nonmetallic products [34]. It has many benefits over traditional manufacturing
processes. The major advantages are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Design opportunities and benefits of AM
Advantages
Explanation
Cost
and
geometry Cost is lower printing complex part instead of simple one [35] [36] [37]
complexity
with the same size.
Possibility to produce near net shape,
Complex shape geometry with complex internal channels
that are not feasible with to make with conventional
manufacturing processes.
Functional
(Assembly
required)

complexity In addition to single part manufacturing, there is possibility [38]
may not be to produce functional devices (such as hinges and bicycle
chains) if the technology permits the functional integration,
which recuces part count.
Material complexity
Possibility of manufacturing multiple materials in one [39] [40][41]
operation and complex composition of materials that
provides different properties at certain locations.
Hierarchical complexity

Low manufacturing skills

Reduced material waste
Part and material variety

Design method

Quality control

Possibility of design manufacturing various shapes of
internal structure (honeycomb, lattices or foams) to
increase strength to weight stiffness to weight ratio which
reduces material usage and cost.
No need for highly skilled professionals to make complex
parts and features, everyone who is able to create any 3D
model can create them with additive manufacturing.
There is very low waste of the material, only required
amount of the material is used.
Possibility of manufacturing part similarity without
investment in extra tools, it is required to modify original
CAD file only.
Design method, tools and rules for AM products have been
reported in the literature which are tracing a new concept of
DFAM to get benefits from AM technologies
Quality control method that includes sample size
requirements, settings and analysis procedures has been
discussed as well

[38] [35][42]

[43]

[43]
[39]

[7]
[44]
[45]

Some of these most important advantages are discussed in detail in the following sub sections.
2.1. Cost competitiveness
Application of AM in industry is driven by costs and almost unlimited freedom of product design complexity.
Compared to traditional subtractive manufacturing processes, AM has limited ability to use variety of
materials and make part size, required prost processing because the parts are not close to final form, the part
accuracy is low. Major advantages of AM are in lead time for one part that includes tooling and material
procurement as well as capability to produce complex parts. Impact product design complexity on the
production cost is shown in Figure 2, while the competitiveness of AM vs. traditional manufacturing is across
various fields is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Relationship between cost and geometrical complexity in AM vs. traditional processes

Comparing manufacturing cost of a produced part, AM slightly increase with the geometry complexity while
traditional subtractive manufacturing processes such as turning, milling etc. increase rapidly with part
complexity.
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Figure 3. Additive vs. subtractive manufacturing competitiveness
To maintain AM manufacturing cost competitive, this relation worth for small series of complex geometry
parts. Therefore, currently it has competitive application in processes such as cutting and investment casting.
Design for additive manufacturing is about being able to build complex, cost effective and reliable parts. It
considers also avoiding fixation on current design and locking into design for manufacturing (DFM) and
design for assembly (DFA) principles that are major challenges in design for AM.
Supply chain differences between additive manufacturing and traditional manufacturing differs significantly.
Significant amount of money, time and logistics management are required for functionality of traditional
supply chain while the logistics in AM supply chain is reduced, which requires less money and time
investment.
Forecasting of AM adoption rate vary significantly across industries, which is shown in Figure 4 [46] .
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Figure 4. Adoption rate of AM across industries 2015–2025 forecasting
Referring to Figure 4, consumer electronics, aerospace and defense, automotive and medical devices are the
most mature industries. In aerospace and defense industry AM is used to create lightweight parts such as
engine parts and interior parts. In automotive industry AM is used to produce lightweight design and reduce
the number of part and assembly groups by integrating multiple functions into a single part. In addition, it is
used to produce tools and parts such as interior components, climate control and engine cooling parts. In
industry of medical devices AM is used to produce medical and dental devices and implants, hearing aids,
orthopedics and prosthetics in a cost-effective way.
2.2. Geometry complexity - Design for improved function and design for topology optimization
Very complex internal features can be created using AM to achieve the optimum performances of the product.
These features cannot be created using traditional manufacturing processes. As it was shown in Figure 5,
optimized fluid channel for conformal cooling. Integrated air ducts [47] and writing conduits [48] for robots
were frequently studied as well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Design for improved function - Internal geometry freeform: (a) conventional cooling channel; (b)
conformal cooling channel [49]
Heat transfer will be more effective if conformal cooling channels follow external geometry as it is shown in
Figure 6. Traditional machining operation cannot achieve such shape of the channel. Conformal cooling
improves efficiency and quality of injection molded parts [50]. This provides more uniform temperature
distribution that reduces cycle time and costs, and improves quality [51].

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Design for improved function - Internal geometry freedom: (a) traditional channel; (b) conformal
cooling channel [49]
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Possibility to manufacture geometry optimized parts based on numerical optimization. To achieve desired
functionality, based on numerical simulation material is placed on those places where it is required. This is
achieved with assumption that the part is made out of homogenous material. Part structure optimization is
mainly used in automotive and aerospace industries [52]. This is extremely important in application where
weight reduction is important design characteristic of product, which is most frequent case in aerospace
industry [53], and improving biomedical implants [54].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Design for topology optimization - brackets before and after geometry optimization for AM: (a)
hinge bracket designed for cast steel [55]; (b) a new hinge bracket design for titanium [55]; (c) aluminum
square bracket design for CNC machine; (d) a new design manufactured in Ti6Al4 on an EBM machine [56]
2.3. Functional complexity - design for direct assembly manufacturing
Direct assembly manufacturing is possible with AM. Moving parts such as bicycle chain, chain mails [57],
armor [58], crank slider mechanisms [59], gears [60], hinge [30], and various types of joints [60], can be
manufactured directly using AM. Figure 8 shows an example of additively manufactured assembly of the
Italian aircraft P180 Avant II by Piaggio Aero Industries S.p.A [30]; and Figure 9 shows directly
manufactured of assemblies joints and crank and slider mechanism [59].

Figure 8. Main landing gear of the Italian aircraft P180 Avant II by Piaggio Aero Industries S.p.A [30]

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Direct production of assemblies: (a) joints; (b) crank and slider mechanism [59]
All these assemblies require clearance between particular parts, which can be achieved by using DFAM
approach.
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2.4. Material complexity

Possibility of manufacturing multi-material parts and products in one operation and complex composition of
materials that provides different properties at certain locations. To achieve this different feedstock or binder is
used. Example of using multi-material additive manufacturing is seamless soccer boot [61], printed chair [62],
motorcycle glove and multi-colored bike helmet [63], are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Multi-material products: (a) Seamless soccer boot [61] (b) Printing in "durotaxis chair" [62]; (b)
multi-colored bike helmet [63]
Multimaterial AM was mentioned in literature with examples such as manufacturing of integrated electronics
[64], art [65], compliant mechanism [66], or optimized structure topology [67].
2.5. Part integration (Design for part integration)
Instead of using complex assembly with lot of parts, AM allows designer to integrate assemblies in a single
part. This eliminates assembly time, manufacturing time and reduces costs and inventory. Redesign for AM
take in account design optimization of existing products in a way to reduce its weight or geometry
optimization with maintaining or increasing product functionality and performances. An example of part
integration is the nozzle used in GE Aviation for LEAP engines produced with metal AM. Part count is
reduced from 18 to 1., and mass is reduced by 25%. The durability of the part was increased by 500% an
efficiency of the part [68]. The example is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Part integration - assembly redesign to take the advantage of AM: (a) assembly - conventional
manufactured parts; (b) the new consolidated design for AM - it is not longer an assembly [68]
More examples of part integration using AM were mentioned in literature with examples such as aircraft duct
redesign reducing part count from 16 to 1 [4], robot gripper redesign by reducing part count from 9 to 1 [69],
medical injector system packaging redesign reduced part count from 15 to 7 [70]. Much of this work show in
this review is in conceptual stage, which requires a lot of research and development in this field to bring this
technology to the market.
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3.

Design method for AM

To get benefit from AM designers must learnt think "out of the box". Especially in cases of design of robust
industrial solution, all strategies, tools, techniques and method must be adopted[71]. There are several design
methods for additive manufacturing introduced in the literature but the most promising is the one that takes a
functional surface approach and design part from the bottom up [26] [27] [72] [73]. Functional surface method
requires very close link between design and Finite element analysis (FEA).
Functional surface method of design for additive manufacturing is explained in details in the literature, such as
the one reported in [56]. Basically, it has four steps such as: (1) initial shape generation; (2) definition of
parameters; (3) parametric optimization; (4) shape validation.
Initial shape generation - the goal is to get set of rough part shapes. The way a designer gets a new optimal
shape can be very innovative. At this stage the designer may start defining the functional surfaces of the part.
Functional surfaces are those interfaces between the considered part and its neighbors in assembly, or those
surfaces that carry out the function of a fluid (gas or water, etc.). These surfaces must be linked based on the
specific part exposure to mechanical or thermal load. At the end, main directions of the part are determined by
the loads, therefore the shape of the part can be determined.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. (a) Functional surfaces and mechanical load; (b) part sape [56]
Definition of parameters - to optimize the shape determined in the previous step, a relevant set of parameters
have to be defined. The designer should be able to modify parameters associated with the part, it s geometry
with respect to the part specifications and manufacturing constraints [56].
Parametric optimization - the goal is to reduce amount of raw material, energy consumption, manufacturing
duration and associated cost. All of mentioned can be achieved by minimizing part volume. FEA is conducted
for each iteration to verify part compliance with the specification.
Shape validation - the easiest way to validate manufacturability of the part is to use virtual manufacturing.
The problem might be the lack of virtual validation tools at this state of the AM technology, thus directly AM
can be still used for validation.

4.

Quality of produced part

Parts produced using AM process face significant variation in quality, therefore it can not be used in high
quality industrial applications. Major issues with quality are variability in: surface finish, geometry,
mechanical properties, internal material defects [74]. Confidence that quality requirements of AM products
are fulfilled has to be assured in order to be used in high quality application. Therefore, AM products must be
fully certified for each step from the beginning to the end in supply chain that includes certification of the row
material than all manufacturing step and finally produced part [75]. Major influencing factors that have a
strong impact on AM process are machine/equipment, material, production, batch, part and data. A more
detailed overview of the factors is shown in Figure 13 [76].
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Figure 13. Factors that affect an AM process [77]
As it was shown from Figure 13, many major factors affect AM process. The number of factors that may
affect the product quality is variable in the literature, depending of the AM process it can vary from 49 [78] to
130 [79].
5.

Conclusion

Most of additive manufacturing studies are based on conceptual approaches, thus it can be said that it is still
kind of in its infancy stage. DFAM is not defined well; there is insufficient understanding of the process
method, strategies and when to undertake design for AM. Also many technologies are missing to support this
process such as virtual additive manufacturing that takes in account thermal stress on the layer, so it will take
time to gets its maturity stage. Process quality, capabilities and consistencies of AM are continuously
improving. Currently existing standard are applying to AM but it is necessary to have AM-specific standards
developed in the future. Even thought DFMA faces many challenges, still new products, design possibilities
and manufacturing paradigms are born.
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